Senate approves $2.8B plan to boost conservation, parks
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"Public lands hold a unique place in the life of every state in America—from their natural beauty to their use for recreation to their pivotal roles in local economies," said Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.

The Senate vote will "ensure this inheritance will stand the test of time for generations of Americans yet to come," McConnell said, urging the House to pass it quickly.

Sen. Cory Gardner, R-Colo., one of the bill's chief sponsors, said the bill will create at least 100,000 jobs, while restoring national parks and repairing trails and forest systems.

Those measures are especially needed now, when communities surrounded by public lands have high unemployment rates because of shutdowns caused by the coronavirus pandemic, Gardner said. "This is an economic and jobs package as much as it is a conservation package," he said, adding that Americans who have been shut in by the pandemic "are ready to get into the great outdoors."

Sen. Steven Daines, R-Mont., who has pushed for the bill with Gardner, said it "will help protect public access to our public lands and supports our national parks. It preserves and protects our Montana outdoor way of life."

Gardner and Daines are among the Senate's most vulnerable incumbents, and each represents a state where the outdoor economy and tourism at sites such as Rocky Mountain and Yellowstone national parks play an outsized role.

The lawmakers persuaded President Donald Trump to support the bill at a White House meeting this year, even though Trump repeatedly tried to slash spending for the federal Land and Water Conservation Fund in his budget proposals. Trump has tweeted in favor of the lands bill, saying it "will be HISTORIC for our beautiful public lands."
Sen. Martin Heinrich, D-N.M., said permanently and fully funding the program "will be a monumental victory for conservation and the places where we all get outside." He cited studies showing that each dollar spent by the fund creates an additional four dollars in economic value.

Visitors cannot enjoy national parks such as Yellowstone and Yosemite "if the bathrooms don't work, if the trails and campgrounds aren't open, or if the roads are in disrepair," Heinrich said. "These places that we all cherish deserve better."

"We need to be better managers of our land, but we're managing our land by not managing our debt and not making the hard decisions that people have to make," Lankford said.

Sen. Rob Portman, R-Ohio, said the bill would lower maintenance costs in the long term by paying for needed work now. "Think about your own home. If you don't fix the leaking roof you have all of these other problems," he said. "We can do a better job in stewardship."

Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Wash., credited a "new coalition" of lawmakers from both parties who support conservation and public lands.

"We've made people aware of the juggernaut that the outdoors economy has been," Cantwell said, noting statistics showing that outdoor recreation and tourism supports $887 billion a year in consumer spending and 7.6 million jobs, much of it in the West.

"America deserves a break right now, and the outdoors is restorative," Cantwell said.

The bill's opponents, mostly Republicans, sounded a similar note as they complained that it would not eliminate an estimated $20 billion maintenance backlog on 640 million acres of federally owned lands. The bill authorizes $9.5 billion for maintenance over five years.

"The problem is, in the sixth year we'll still have a maintenance backlog," said Sen. James Lankford, R-Okla. "We'll still have issues, and there's still not a plan to pay for" the remaining work.

The conservation fund is paid for by revenue from offshore drilling for oil and gas, and that has led to complaints by some Gulf Coast senators that inland states receive an unfair share. Senators rejected an amendment by Sen. Bill Cassidy, R-La., to target his state and three others for additional spending.

Cassidy was among 25 senators, all Republicans, who opposed the bill. Twenty-eight Republicans supported it, along with 43 Democrats and two independents who caucus with Democrats.

Democratic Sens. Patty Murray of Washington state and Ed Markey of Massachusetts missed the vote.

West Virginia Sen. Joe Manchin, a Democrat, dismissed a claim by some in his party that approval of the bill helped vulnerable Republicans such as Gardner and Daines.

"The best politics is good government," Manchin said. "That's the reason we're here: to get something done."